
Vodafone and NHS Blood and Transplant  

Rowenna Bonnell (Rhys’s Mother): When Rhys first became ill, his lips all went blue and 

we ended up taking him to our local A&E, where they found out that he was in heart 

failure. We then got referred to Great Ormond Street Hospital, where they said, his only 

option of survival is to have a new heart. 

Alan Daly (Assistant Director, IT Operations): There’s three main things that NHS Blood 

and Transplant do; provide blood to hospitals in England and North Wales, provide a UK 

wide service for the allocation of organs donated, and we also run a range of specialist 

services, including tissue services, and some specialist reference and scientific work. 

Actually we have about ninety locations in total across the UK. I think for us successful 

communications are ones where it just happens. Time is literally the difference between 

life and death, that and reliability. 

Claire Mitchell (Specialist Nurse for Organ Donation): Time is probably the most crucial 

thing for us, we are continually having to communicate because it’s so important to make 

sure that the organs are transplanted into the right patients and if there’s any critical 

information that comes up in that process, it’s vital that we inform those centres 

immediately because it may have a detrimental effect on patients receiving those 

transplants.  

Aaron Powell (Assistant Director, Transplant Support Services): Our computer systems 

and our telephones are critical to everything that we do, if our computer systems are 

down, we have no way of getting the information that we need from the specialist nurses 

in the hospitals, into the centre and then out to the transplant centres effectively. We 

have to make sure everything happens in an ordered fashion, so that we get the 

maximum value out of the organs that are available and we save as many lives as 

possible. 

Alan Daly: Vodafone are essential to that, they provide the platform upon which that 

communication takes place. We chose their solution because it offered us a properly 

integrated platform. For example we could integrate our mobile communications with our 

fixed telephony, they could offer the whole range from LAN and WAN. They could make all 

of these different components work together effectively. 

Claire Mitchell (Specialist Nurse for Organ Donation): Technology and communication is 

incredibly important in what we do and in fact without it, it would be very, very difficult for 

us to be able do our job effectively.  

Rowenna Bonnell: They put him on the list on the Friday evening and the following day 

we were getting ready to move from Evelina Hospital to Great Ormond Street Hospital 

when they said that there’s a possible heart for him so… we went over… 

Neil Bonnell (Rhys’s Father): Big shock wasn’t it? 

Rowenna Bonnell: Yeah. 



Neil Bonnell: We gave a final farewell to Rhys, went upstairs and I think six hours later, 

Doctor came up and said you know all been done, all successful. 

Rowenna Bonnell: We went from sort of how could this happen to us? To how lucky are 

we? 

Neil Bonnell: Gift of life isn’t it? Somebody had actually went through tragic 

circumstances, to give us the opportunity to still live our life with Rhys. You’re so sorry 

that somebody has to die for our son to live. And what more could you ask for somebody 

to do? 

Alan Daly: The ambition for NHS Blood and Transplant is to be the best organisation of its 

kind in the world and our relationship with Vodafone has actually changed. We see them 

now very much as strategic partners, but we’re now asking them to innovate for us, give 

us a steer for perhaps some of the innovations we might want to build into our future 

plans. Success there means we make sure that blood is there on the shelf when people 

need it. We’ve managed to increase the number of organs available, through better use 

of communications, better use of our technology. Our mission in NHS Blood and 

Transplant is to save and improve lives. If we get it wrong, then the potential is there for 

someone to be hurt. So we know that when we get it right, how cool is that? 

Rowenna Bonnell: About a year and a half after the transplant, he joined a local 

swimming club and he now swims sort of four hours, five hours a week. 

Neil Bonnell: We got a letter through to say that he’d been picked for the Great Britain 

team, because they have a World Transplant Games. 

Rowenna Bonnell: So summer two thousand and thirteen, we went to Durban, South 

Africa. Rhys did five swimming events; got two Gold’s, two Silver’s and a Bronze. 

Neil Bonnell: He’s had this gift of life, let’s live it to the full. Really proud of him and what 

the best way to repay the Donor family. If they could see what it’s achieved, you know, 

absolutely amazing.  

 

  


